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An outstanding compilation that reflects the state-of-the art on Dielectrophoresis (DEP) in
2020. Contributions include: - A novel mathematical framework to analyze particle dynamics
inside a circular arc microchannel using computational modeling. - A fundamental study of
the passive focusing of particles in ratchet microchannels using direct-current DEP. - A novel
molecular version of the Clausius-Mossotti factor that bridges the gap between theory and
experiments in DEP of proteins. - The use of titanium electrodes to rapidly enrich T. brucei
parasites towards a diagnostic assay. - Leveraging induced-charge electrophoresis (ICEP) to
control the direction and speed of Janus particles. - An integrated device for the isolation,
retrieval, and off-chip recovery of single cells. - Feasibility of using well-established CMOS
processes to fabricate DEP devices. - The use of an exponential function to drive
electrowetting displays to reduce flicker and improve the static display performance. - A
novel waveform to drive electrophoretic displays with improved display quality and reduced
flicker intensity. - Review of how combining electrode structures, single or multiple field
magnitudes and/or frequencies, as well as variations in the media suspending the particles
can improve the sensitivity of DEP-based particle separations. - Improvement of
dielectrophoretic particle chromatography (DPC) of latex particles by exploiting differences
in both their DEP mobility and their crossover frequencies.
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MDPI Books offers quality open access book publishing to promote the exchange of ideas and
knowledge in a globalized world. MDPI Books encompasses all the benefits of open access – high
availability and visibility, as well as wide and rapid dissemination. With MDPI Books, you can
complement the digital version of your work with a high quality printed counterpart.

Open Access
Your scholarly work is accessible worldwide without any restrictions. All
authors retain the copyright for their work distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License.

Author Focus
Authors and editors profit from MDPI’s over two decades of experience in open
access publishing, our customized personal support throughout the entire
publication process, and competitive processing charges as well as unique
contributor discounts on book purchases.

High Quality & Rapid Publication
MDPI ensures a thorough review for all published items and provides a fast
publication procedure. State-of-the-art research and time-sensitive topics are
released with a minimum amount of delay.

High Visibility
Due to our global network and well-known channel partners, we ensure
maximum visibility and broad dissemination. Title information of books is sent
to international indexing databases and archives, such as the Directory of Open
Access Books (DOAB), and the Verzeichnis Lieferbarer Bücher (VLB).

Print on Demand and Multiple Formats
MDPI Books are available for purchase and to read online at any time. Our
print-on-demand service offers a sustainable, cost-effective and fast way to
publish MDPI Books printed versions.
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